The Society of Construction Law is delighted to invite you to a seminar on:

Wednesday 30th January 2019
17.30 for an 18.00 start
at
Blake Morgan, One Central Square, Cardiff CF10 1FS
Chair: Sean Gibbs (Hanscomb Intercontinental) and Rachel Gwilliam (Blake Morgan
LLP)

Ian Gunton
of CNS Consult
will present

The impact of delay for employer's and contractors…."Don't look back in
anger!"
Ian (and his Company CNS Consult) specialises in planning, forensic delay analysis, quantum and
commercial, in the capacity of Consulting, Advisory and Experts on all forms of Contract claims and
disputes for both employers and contractors. Ian’s talk provides a simple walk through the various forms of
analysis (using simple graphics) with a focus upon the as-built programme and what it provides to the keen
eye of a planner. He will talk through and consider the information needed to carry out a critical path
analysis and will review the benefits of the windows analysis. He will also look at ways to present disruption
and prolongation using planning software. Finally, he will explain the proactive Time Impact methodology
demanded by the NEC3 (and NEC4) form of Contract.
For further details contact: Rachel Gwilliam: telephone 029 20686129 / e-mail
rachel.gwilliam@blakemorgan.co.uk or Sean Gibbs: telephone 44 7722 643816/ e-mail
sean.gibbs@hanscombintercontinental.co.uk
This meeting is free of charge to SCL Members & their guest but please register your interest at
https://www.scl.org.uk/participate/events
The Society of Construction Law aims to ensure that people have equal access to our events. If you need alternative formats or other
reasonable adjustments, please contact one of the SCL Administrators Jill Ward admin@scl.org.uk or Frances Whitehead
frances.whitehead@scl.org.uk with your request so that arrangements, where possible, can be made. Please note that any
arrangements will have to depend on the nature of the venue and what can be done.
In order to progress and confirm bookings, we now require confirmation from all members and their guests attending SCL events to
SCL's use of data in accordance with our privacy policy at https://www.scl.org.uk/privacy-policy. This includes your and your guests'
data which may be passed to the venue and you will need to obtain your guests consent to such data being processed by SCL. By
registering your interest and attending the event, you confirm agreement to the above.
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